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Abstract

This deliverable presents our results regarding the construction of overlay topologies via self-
organizing protocols. The results belong to two areas. First, we have developed applications of
the T-MAN protocol (described first in Deliverable D10), for bootstrapping several topologies,
including various overlays that support distributed hashtables. These include the ring topol-
ogy with fingers, used by, for example, the Chord protocol, and the prefix-based topologies
such as the one used by Pastry. We have also made progress in the theoretical understanding
of the T-MAN protocol. Our results suggest that although some networks (ones with exponen-
tial expansion properties) are more difficult to construct, practically any network is feasible to
build, as long as it is approximately regular. Non-regular networks might also be feasible to
build, sometimes even easier, but for such networks we do not provide generic results.

The second part belongs to our efforts to build overlay networks in an optimal way, This in-
volves defining a global optimization problem that has as optimal solution: the network we
wish to build. The problem depends on several parameters and constraints, involving the
bandwidth and reliability of participating nodes. The Lagrangean relaxation of this problem
can be solved in a fully distributed way, which opens up the possibility to create networks that
are, in a controlled way, very close to optimal.
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Part I

Introduction

During the past years, overlay networks have become the cornerstone of peer-to-peer (P2P)
computing. Accordingly, during the BISON project issues related to overlay network topology
have received an increasing emphasis. Eventually, the present deliverable was added to the
work-plan in the second year progress report, to reflect the extra effort that has been invested
in this field.

One particularly promising theme has been the study of the T-MAN protocol, and its appli-
cations. The T-MAN protocol was introduced in Deliverable D10. It is motivated by the phe-
nomenon of differential adhesion in biology, which is a mechanism partly responsible for pattern-
formation, self-healing and regeneration properties in living multicellular organisms. The basic
idea behind differential adhesion is that there are different kinds of cells, and each kind of cells
prefers or “dislikes” certain other kinds of cells. Through a stochastic process, cells move to-
wards neighborhoods that contain more cells they are attracted to while trying to avoid cells
that they do not prefer in their neighborhood.

We have generalized this idea to build overlay networks. In our case, the constraints are more
relaxed, because nodes are not tied to physical space. Therefore the “movement” is arbitrary.
Intuitively, we implement movement via updating a neighborhood list: all nodes try to share
their neighborhood with those nodes that they are attracted to. We have also generalized the
notion of “attraction” as well. Instead of just a few types of cells, each node can have an arbi-
trarily complex profile, potentially containing continuous variables. In addition, each node has
a ranking method that defines which other nodes are preferable as neighbors.

In the present deliverable we present both theoretical an experimental analysis of the protocol.
In addition, we present a practically interesting example: a protocol to build a Chord network
from scratch, in a fast and fault-tolerant way.

The second part of the deliverable presents some preliminary results with a rather different
approach to build overlay networks. The basic idea here is that we define the target overlay
network as the globally optimal solution of some constrained optimization problem. For ex-
ample, one might be interested in building a network with a maximal throughput, for example,
for media streaming. There are some constraints too, such as all links have some maximal and
minimal bandwidth, and each node can have only a limited number of links. Other constraints
are possible as well. It turns out that if we formalize such a problem and bound the solu-
tion via Lagrangian relaxation then the solution is close to optimal and, more importantly, we
can implement the entire procedure in s strictly local, distributed and fault tolerant way. The
evaluation of this protocol is currently ongoing, with the help of a PeerSim implementation.
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Part II

Advances in Understanding the T-Man Protocol

The T-MANprotocol was presented first in Deliverable D10. Since then, the protocol has been
simplified, the approach and problem definition have evolved and, most importantly, we have
made progress towards a better theoretical understanding of the protocol. In this Part, we
describe the new version of the protocol, and we present novel analitical results about the
protocol.

1 Basic Concepts

1.1 The Topology Construction Problem

Intuitively, we are interested in constructing some desirable overlay topology by connecting all
nodes in a network to the “right” neighbors. The topology can be defined in many different
ways and it will typically depend on some properties of the nodes like geographical location,
semantic description of stored content, storage capacity, etc. To capture this vague intuition,
we need a formal framework that is simple yet powerful enough for most of the interesting
structures and applications. Our proposal for such a framework is based on the ranking method
that defines the target topology through allowing all nodes to sort any subset of nodes (poten-
tial neighbors) according to preference to be selected as their neighbor. It is important to note
that this formulation is more general than the alternative approach based on a distance metric
over the nodes, that would allow for defining neighbors as “closest” nodes. We will elaborate
in this observation later.

For a more formal definition, let us first define some basic concepts. We consider a set of nodes
connected through a routed network. Each node has an address that is necessary and sufficient
for sending it a message. Nodes maintain addresses of other nodes through partial views (views
for short), which are ordered sets of node descriptors. In addition to an address, a node descriptor
contains a profile, which contains those properties of the nodes that are relevant for defining the
topology, such as ID, geographical location, etc. The addresses contained in views at nodes
define the links of the overlay network topology, or simply the topology.

We can now define the topology construction problem. The input of the problem is a set of N
nodes, the target view size m and a ranking method RANK. The ranking method orders a list of
nodes according to preference from a given node. It takes as parameters a base node x and a
set of nodes {y1, . . . , yk} and outputs an ordered list of these k nodes. In most cases the ranking
method will not be deterministic. In fact, we pose no restriction on the method here. However,
we will analyze and test only ranking methods that are based on a unique partial ordering of
the given set, and that return a random total ordering consistent with this partial ordering.

Based on these concepts, for all nodes, we can define the concept of a target view, with the
help of applying the ranking method to the entire network. That is, a target view of node x
contains exactly the first m elements of the output of RANK(x, {all nodes except x}) with a
positive probability. Note that since the ranking method is not deterministic, the target view
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1: loop
2: wait(∆r)
3: p← selectPeer()
4: buffer←merge(view,{myDescriptor})
5: buffer← rank(p,buffer)
6: send first m entries of buffer to p
7: receive bufferp from p
8: view←merge(bufferp,view)

(a) active thread

1: loop
2: receive bufferq from q
3: buffer←merge(view,{myDescriptor})
4: buffer← rank(q,buffer)
5: send first m entries of buffer to q
6: view←merge(bufferq,view)

(b) passive thread

Figure 1: The T-MAN protocol.

is not uniquely defined; there can be many valid target views for a specific node. The overlay
network in which all nodes collected a target view will be called a target topology.

One (but not the only!) way of actually defining useful ranking methods is through a distance
function that defines a metric space over the set of nodes. The ranking method can simply
return an ordering of the given set according to increasing distance from the base node. Let
us consider a simple example, where the profile of a node is a real number and the distance
function is d(a, b) = |a− b|. If, based on this notion of distance, we define a ranking method as
described above, the target graph can be a connected line, or a collection of disconnected line
segments, as a function of the distribution of the node profiles in the network, and the target
view size m. One can also define a ring, where profiles are from an interval [0,K] and distance
is defined by d(a, b) = min(N − |a− b|, |a− b|).
It is very important to note that there are practically interesting ranking methods that cannot
be defined by a global distance function. This is the main reason of the application of ranking
methods, as opposed to relying only on the notion of distance; the ranking method is a more
general concept than distance. The ranking methods that define sorting or proximity topologies
belong to this category. We will extensively rely on such ranking methods in the section on
practical applications (Section 6), where it is important to be able to build, for example, a ring,
even if the node descriptors have an uneven distribution (in which case the distance-based
ranking methods typically define a clustered target graph).

1.2 The T-MAN Protocol

As mentioned previously, the T-MAN protocol is based on a gossiping scheme, in which all
nodes periodically send and receive node descriptors from peer nodes, thereby constantly im-
proving the set of nodes they know, that is, their partial view.

Each node executes the protocol in Figure 1. We assume that the view of each node is an
ordered set, that is, the order of the elements is significant, and each node can have at most one
descriptor in any view. The output of the MERGE operation is an ordered set, in which order is
arbitrary.

In this section we do not specify the algorithm to initialize the node views. In the remaining
parts of the document, we always describe the particular initialization procedures we apply.
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after 2 cycles after 3 cycles after 4 cycles after 7 cycles

Figure 2: Illustrative example of constructing a torus over 50× 50 = 2500 nodes, starting from
a uniform random topology: 20 random entries in each view, with m = 20 and ψ = 10. For
clarity, only the nearest 4 neighbors of each node are displayed.

The only component that is not specified in detail is method SELECTPEER. This is because we
wish to emphasize that this method can have alternative implementations that have a crucial
effect on performace, therefore we do not suggest to fix any particular one yet. The most basic
implementation is as follows: node p first ranks the current view by issuing RANK(p,VIEW), and
subsequently selects a random sample from the first ψ entries in the ranked view. This imple-
mentation will be considered, along with others, in Section 2, while in Section 6 we will work
with an optimized implementation motivated by the analytical models presented in Section 2.

The underlying idea behind the protocol is that nodes improve their views using the views
of their current neighbors, so that their new neighbors will be “closer” according to the target
topology. Since all nodes do the same concurrently, neighbors in the subsequent topologies will
be gradually closer and closer.

Although the protocol is not synchronous, it is often convenient to refer to cycles of the protocol.
We define a cycle to be a time interval of ∆ time units where ∆ is the parameter of the protocol
in Figure 1. Note that during a cycle, each node is updated twice on the average: once when it
sends its own message, and once on average when it receives a message.

Figure 2 illustrates the results of the protocol when used to construct a small torus (visualiza-
tions were done using [26]). For this example, it is clear that very few cycles are sufficient for
convergence, and the target topology is already evident even after the first cycles. We will show
that T-MAN performs well in a wide range of settings, not only for this specific example, and it
is scalable as well, very similarly to epidemic broadcast protocols.

2 Analysis of the Protocol

In this section we seek to understand the behavior of T-MAN as a function many factors such
as the target topology to be constructed, the parameters of the protocol and network size.

Throughout this section we will use the following notations. For a node i, let ai,1, . . . , ai,N−1 be
a ranking of the entire network, excluding i itself, according to method RANK, where N is the
network size. If there are more valid rankings, then let this be a randomly chosen one.

Clearly, according to the definition of the protocol, in the view i.v of node i all nodes in the
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network have at most one descriptor. Let us define ξi,j as the characteristic function of i.v, that
is, let ξi,j = 1 if ai,j ∈ i.v, and ξi,j = 0 otherwise. Let n(j) =

∑N
i=1 ξi,j . Function n(j) tells us

how many nodes have information about the node that ranks globally as the jth according to
their respective ranking of the entire network. When we wish to express dependency on time,
we will use the notation n(j, t) which equals n(j) at time t.

Using function n(j), we can express the goal of the protocol in a very simple way: we would
like n(j) to converge to N , for at least all j ≤ m, where m is the message size, as defined
previously. This means that all nodes have a link to at least the first m nodes they prefer most.

Throughout this section, we assume that the initialization of the node views is done by adding
the same number of node descriptors to each view corresponding to a uniform random sample
of nodes from the network. If not otherwise stated, the exact number of these samples will be
five.

2.1 Relaxing the Bandwidth Limitation

Our most important insight is the close connection between T-MAN and gossip-based infor-
mation dissemination. To empashize this connection, let us first consider the case when the
messages size (m) is unlimited (that is, m ≥ N ). Besides, let peer selection be random, that is,
let method SELECTPEER return a random element from the network. Although this version of
the protocol is not practically interesting, studying it helps in understanding a basic intuition
behind the working of T-MAN.

After the random initialization of the views, the number of the node descriptors corresponding
to a given node will increase exactly according to the dynamics of the spreading of a broadcast
message under push-pull anti-entropy gossip [10], until all nodes learn about all other nodes.
Furthermore, due to symmetry, the descriptors of all nodes replicate with exactly the same
dynamics. This is rather easy to see: from the point of view of an arbitrary node descriptor, the
protocol acts exactly as a push-pull gossip protocol that spreads that descriptor.

There is a very important consequence of this observation: it is well known that the conver-
gence of push-pull gossip is extremely fast[], therefore this version of the protocol is very effec-
tive. In the following, we will demonstrate that T-MAN—despite using very small messages—
inherits this property for a surprisingly large class of target topologies.

2.2 Limited Bandwith but Common Ranking

Let us get a step closer to T-MAN by re-introducing the message size limit, m, with a value
m� N . However, let us focus on a special setting, in which all nodes use an identical ranking
method, which is otherwise arbitrary. In other words, let all nodes have exactly the same
preference for neighbors. Finally, let us keep the random peer selection algorithm.

Considering the defined goal of the protocol: finding at least the first m most preferred nodes
in the network, this setting is in fact a viable case that can even have applications; it defines a
sink-star topology, where all nodes try to link to a few central nodes (selected by the common
ranking that can be based on, for example, available storage capacity), while these central nodes
will form a click.
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According to the protocol, each node sends only the highest ranking m descriptors to its peer.
The descriptors that can make it into this small message will get a chance to replicate, others
will not. As the view sizes grow, a descriptor will have to have a higher and higher rank
to make it into a message of constant size m. Most importantly, the globally top ranking m
descriptors will always be guaranteed to make it into the message, therefore from their point of
view, the protocol is still a push-pull gossip.

This is an important observation, because it means that in this special case, the goal of the pro-
tocol is reached equally fast as without bandwith limitations, only much more efficiently, due
to selecting a small m. This observation will provide the basic intuition behind our treatment
of a wider class of topologies T-MAN can generate.

Before moving on to discuss a more general case, we derive an approximation of the storage
space that is needed by the views of the nodes (recall that there is no hard limit enforced by
the protocol). We start with showing that n(j, t) = Nm/j if j > m for a large enough t. The
main idea is based on the observation that n(j, t) grows according to the same curve for all j,
but only until the overall number of descriptors in the view of the nodes grows too large and
the descriptor with rank j no longer makes it into the exchanged messages (and therefore its
replication stops). At that point n(j, t) assumes its final value.

We work with a mean-field assumption, that is, we assume that the expeted value E(ξi,j(t)) =
n(j, t)/N is the exact value at all nodes: ξi,j(t) = n(j, t)/N for all i. Due to the mean-field
assumption, we can say that the function n(j, t) stops growing when

j∑
k=1

n(k, t∗) = Nm, (1)

where t∗ is the time at which growth stops, in other words, for any t > t∗, n(j, t) = n(j, t∗).
The reason is that after this point the desctiptor that ranks as the jth will be excluded from
messages, because higher ranking descriptors already fill the available m slots. Knowing that
the functions n(k, t) grow at exactly the same rate, we can simplify the expressions as jn(j, t∗) =
Nm, that is,

n(j, t∗) =
Nm

j
. (2)

This proves the result. Figure 3 compares the theoretical prediction and the converged distri-
bution obtained experimentally via simulation.

Equation (2) allows us to approximate the actual storage space that is required for the views of
the nodes. We focus only on the descriptors that rank lower than m. The highest ranking m
descriptors represent a small constant factor. The sum of all entries with a rank higher than m
stored in the system is

N∑
m

Nm

j
≈

∫ N

m

Nm

j
= Nm(lnN − lnm) = Nm ln

N

m
= O(N logN). (3)

Therefore one view stores O(logN) entries on average. Note that this result is independent of
the number of iterations executed, and it is also independent of the actual form of the functions
n(j, t); recall that we assumed only that they are monotonically increasing.

11
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Figure 3: Experimental results and prediction by (2) with N = 10000,m = 20 and N =
100000,m = 40. The converged value of n(j) is indicated as a separate point for all j. The
observed n(j) values lie exactly on the initial constant section, but are covered by the line on
the plot.

Finally, we note that 1/j = j−1 is technically a power law distribution, as it follows the form
j−γ . Power laws are very frequently observed in relation with complex evolving networks [3].
The phenomenon is often due to some form of the “rich gets richer” effect. One can link our
results to the study of other complex networks, for example, social networks as well. Applying
T-MAN with a common ranking at each node might be considered a rude model of spreading of
news. All nodes start with a random constant-sized set of news items, and they gossip always
only the m most interesting ones that they currently know. This dynamics results in a power
law distribution of news items, with the most interesting news known by everyone, besides,
all participants learn only about O(logN) news items from the overall O(N) items.

2.3 Undirected Regular Graphs

In Section 2.2 we have shown that T-MAN is efficient and effective in the special case when all
nodes have the same preference, and when peer selection is random. In this section, we focus
on regular target graphs.

Recall that the target graph is implicitly defined by the rankings applied by the nodes indepen-
dently: neighbors are given by the firstm nodes in the global ranking at each node. This means
that the out-degree of the target graph is fixed by definition. However, the target graph can
still have an arbitrarily unbalanced in-degree distribution. Therefore we require the regularity
of the undirected version of the target graph.

To be able to study properties of target graphs explicitly, we need to define the ranking methods
so that they result in a given graph. We do this by defining the ranking to be the ordering
according to distance in a fixed graph, such as a regular mesh or a constructed instance of a
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Figure 4: Time to collect 50% of the neighbors at distance one in the ranking graph. The network
size is N = 2000. Node views are initialized by 5 random links each. Right plot was obtained
with the application of a tabu list, as described in the text, with size 4.

random graph model. We will call this fixed graph the ranking graph, to emphasize that this
graph induces the ranking methods, that in turn define the target graph. That is, when using
a ranking graph, a given node i will rank a given subset of node descriptors by ordering it
according to the minimal path length to each node from i in the ranking graph.

2.3.1 Peer Selection

The main insight of our approach is the observation that T-MAN performs very similarly to the
case described in Section 2.2. Therefore we take that case as a baseline and try to understand
the effect of the differences. At the heart of these differences lies the fact that the random
peer selection algorithm is no longer appropriate: since the ranking method is different at each
node, if a node i contacts a peer j that ranks low according to i, then i cannot expect to learn
about useful new links from j because j is probably interested in very different nodes. On the
other hand, if a node i selects peers that rank high according to i, then convergence might slow
down. The reason for this effect is that the consequtive peers returned by the peer selection
method will more often get repeated; partly because a node i is more likely to select a peer to
communicate with that selected i shortly before, and partly because there are fewer nodes that
are “close” to any given node. This results in increased correlation between the partial views
of communicating partners, so the epidemic process is not maximally efficient.

Figure 4 illustrates this tradeoff using two ranking graphs: the ring and a random graph. The
latter is generated by first constructing a 2-out regular directed random graph by selecting two
random out-edges for each node, and subsequently taking the undirected version of this graph.
The average degree of a node is thus 4, with a small variance. The basic version (left) applies
the peer selection algorithm wich picks a random peer from the highest ranking ψ nodes from
the view, as described previously. The point that belongs to ψ = N and m = N shows the
optimal case, that is, the undisturbed epidemic broadcast (that is, the peer selection is unbiased
and there is no limit on message size). However, even in the lack of limits on the message size
(m = N ), we can observe the effect that is due to the lack of randomness if the selected peer

13
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ranks too high (ψ is small). On the other hand, if ψ is too large, then the performance quickly
falls behind when there is a limit on the message size, due to the decreased correlation between
the communicating peers’ ranking methods. This second effect gets weeker if we increase m,
since if m is very large, then we might get useful information by chance even if there is little
correlation.

In an effort to test the hypothesis on the reason of relatively bad performance for a small ψ, we
apply a tabu list at all nodes to increase the diversity of selected peers. The tabu list contains
the last peers that a given node communicated with, either actively or passively. The node
then does not initiate connection with any nodes on the tabu list. We applied a tabu list size
of 4. This meachanism does not add any overhead, but is sufficiently effective in reducing the
negative effect of a small ψ as the right plot in Figure 4 illustrates.

We can observe a few notable properties in Figure 4. First, the tabu list improves even the
undisturbed broadcast. This is due to the fact that in the initial phase the view contains only
few nodes (to be precise, five, in this case) which has the side effect that after the very first
communications the node views become correlated, while remaining small. Also note that
when there is no limit on message size, the random graph outperforms the linear topology,
especially with the tabu list applied. This is due to the fact that the number of neighbors of a
node in the random graph increases exponentially, so even in a small set of the closest nodes,
the diversity is very high.

We now move on to discuss more subtle ineractions between the protocol parameters and the
properties of the ranking graph. As announced at the beginning of this section, we are in-
terested in capturing the difference between the case described in Section 2.2 and the case of
regular graphs.

The mean field assumptions we apply are the same as in Section 2.2. We assume that the
expeted value E(ξi,j(t)) = n(j, t)/N is the exact value at all nodes: ξi,j(t) = n(j, t)/N for all i.
A consequence of this assumption is that a half cycle (during which each node communicates
once) is modeled as having exactly the same effect on each node; that is, each node will “see”
exactly the same state of the network, in particular, the same n(j, t) values. Note that this
implication roughly translates to the assumption that the nodes communicate along the edges
of a different perfect matching in each half-cycle.

After the initialization of the protocol, the values n(i, 0) are equal by definition (we start with
a uniform random set of nodes at each node, besides, we work with a mean-field assumption).
Until

∑N
k=1 n(k, t) < Nm, (or alternatively, until the number of entries in all views is less

than m) all the values n(k, t) remain equal, since the messages size m does not represent any
constraint. Let us therefore assume that

∑N
k=1 n(k, t) ≥ Nm, and so there is a j∗(t) < N such

that for all j, k < j∗(t), we have n(j, t) = n(k, t).

If all ranking methods are the same at all nodes, then j∗ corresponds to the highest ranking m
entries in the views of the nodes. That is, such entries can be considered as a random sample
from the first j∗ highest ranking descriptors. It follows also that if Cn(j, t) = n(j, t + 1) for
all j < j∗(t + 1) then Cj∗(t + 1) = j∗(t). We will seek for a condition which guarantees that
this relation still holds even in the case when the ranking methods of the nodes are not the
same. Such a condition would in turn mean that we would predict a favorable performance
and efficiency, similar to the case of identical ranking methods.
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First, let us observe that if the ranking methods are defined through a ranking graph, then at
time t and node i, the descriptors for nodes ai,j , j ≤ j∗(t) can be modeled as a random sample
from a ball in this ranking graph, with the centre i. A ball is the set of nodes that have a shortest
path length of at most r, the radius, from node i. We will work with a relaxation of the notion
of the ball by allowing non-integer radii. Such a ball will be defined as the union of the ball
with radius brc and some subset of the nodes at distance brc+ 1.

Let us denote the radius of the balls that correspond to j∗(t) by r(t). As mentioned, if all
ranking methods are the same, this radius corresponds to the highest ranking m entries in the
views of the nodes. This radius is a function of the ranking graph, and j∗. Let us observe that
the peer selection algorithm can also be described in terms of balls, that is, not only m but also
ψ defines a (smaller) ball. Since ψ ≤ m, peer selection can also be modeled as taking a random
sample from this smaller ball. Let the radius of the peer selection balls be denoted by rψ(t).

The condition that we are looking for can be formulated the following way: if

rψ + r(t+ 1) ≤ r(t) (4)

then the dynamics of the model is the same as in the case when all ranking methods are equal.
This condition guarantees that the values n(j, t + 1), j < j∗(t + 1) depend only on the values
n(j, t), j < j∗(t). However this sufficies because all these values are equal for both time point t
and t+ 1, so we do not need to know which j-s are involved exactly, as long as j ≤ j∗. Besides,
at time t = 0 all n(j, 0) values are equal as well, so by induction we get the result.

For simplicity, let us assume that 2j∗(t + 1) = j∗(t). Evidently, the assumption about the
duplication of samples can be considered correct only in the initial phases of convergence,
however, this model still gives a useful qualitative account of the dynamics of the protocol.

We have thus reduced the problem to satisfy (4) for a given ranking graph and given ψ and m.
Assuming that a ball with center i and radius r is denoted by B(i, r), first we show that if the
topology is such that

|B(i, r)| < Crk, (5)

that is,the volume of balls is polinomially bounded, then there is a critical ratio ψ/m over which
convergence does not hold. Indeed, in this case, r(t) = k

√
2r(t + 1), if 2j∗(t + 1) = j∗(t). This

means that the critical ratio is
ψ

m
= (1− 2−

1
k )k (6)

which tends to zero quickly with growing k. Nevertheless, m can be selected in a way that
ensures that ψ is large enough to allow for a random enough sampling. Assuming ψ = 4, for
k = 1 (the ring or line) we need to set at least m = 8. For k = 2 (the 2-dimensional grid) we
need to set m = 47.

Next we take a look at the case when

|B(i, r)| < Ckr, (7)

that is, the balls grow exponentially fast. In this case, r(t) = r(t+1)+logk 2, if 2j∗(t+1) = j∗(t).
That is, increasing the radius by a constant, we multiply the volume. This has the unfortunate
consequence that we need rψ ≤ logk 2, independently of m. In other words, no matter how
large m is, we still need to keep ψ a constant. Furthermore, if k > 2, then it is impossible to set
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an integer ψ ≥ 1, so there is no setting that guarantees convergence. For this reason, there is
no room for increasing ψ to increase the randomness of peer selection, and increasing m does
not help at all. We can still expect reasonable performance, provided additional techniques are
applied to increase randomness.

This effect, and the predictions on the polinomially expanding graphs are nicely illustrated in
Figure 4. It is clear that the case of the random ranking graph benefits much more from reduc-
ing randomness (the tabu list), especially in the small values of ψ. Besides, with the tabu list,
the performance monotonically decreases as we increase ψ. Both effects are predicted by the
result that claims that ψ has to be as small as possible for ranking graphs with an exponential
ball expansion.

On the other hand, in the case of the linear topology, we predict that the performance is not
monotonous, if m is of a practical size, but instead there is an optimal ψ that is a function of the
expansion properties and the message size m. This is because we expect the same performance
from a range of ψ settings, while for very small ψ the peer selection is not uncorrelated enough.
This is exactly what we observe in Figure 4. The fact that there is a larger room for optimizing
ψ accounts for the overall better performance with the linear ranking graph, especially in the
range of practical setting of m, that is also predicted. (Note that when ψ ≥ m then in fact
practically ψ = m, hence the constant behavior in that range.)

2.4 Non-Regular Graphs

While regular graphs already show a complex behavior, the ones that are non-regular, that is,
where the number of in-links significantly differ over the nodes, cannot be reasonable expected
to be treated in a common framework. Each case needs a separate analysis that needs to take
into account the particular structure of the graph.

To understant the problem better, consider a star-like topology, that is, the one that was dis-
cussed in Section 2.2. But here, instead of the random peer selection, let us apply the peer
selection protocol of T-MAN, with a small ψ.

In this case, what happens is that during convergence, more and more nodes will contact the
nodes that rank high in the (in this case, common) ranking. As a result, convergence speeds
up enormously, at the cost of a higher load on the central nodes. The reason is simple: the
central nodes can collect the high ranking descriptors faster, because they are contacted by
many nodes. Due to their central position they also distribute them very fast. One can even
exploit this effect. For example, if the goal is to build a super-peer topology, with the high
bandwidth nodes in the center, then the central nodes might actually be able to deal with the
extra load, thus resulting in an efficient, but still fully self-organizing solution.

This effect can be observed in other interesting topologies as well. For example, rooted regular
trees, where the non-leaf nodes have k out-links and one in-link, except the root, that has no
in-links. Although it seems to be a rather regular structure, in reality, when using T-MAN with
this topology as a ranking graph, the resulting target graph is a bit irregular. Figure 5 shows
this irregularity. One reason is that a large proportion of the nodes are leaves. These, having
only one neighbor, will have a tendency to talk to nodes that are further up in the hierarchy.
This adds extra load on those nodes and puts them in a more central position.
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Figure 5: Number of contacts made by nodes while evolving a binary tree. Statistics are over
30 independent runs. The parameters are N = 10000, m = 20, number of cycles is 15, ψ = 10
and the tabu list size is 4. In the ranking graph the root is node 0, and the out-links of node i
are 2i+ 1 and 2i+ 2.

This in turn has a non-trivial effect on the convergence of the protocol, and makes it possible
for T-MAN to work better with trees than with regular graphs, even the ring, which can be con-
sidered the easiest case according to our results described before. Figure 6 illustrates this effect.
On the left plot, we can observe the performace of T-MAN on the rooted and balanced binary
tree as a ranking graph. We can see that there is a peculiar minimum in the case when message
size is umlimited, but ψ is small. In this region, the binary tree consistently outperforms the
ring topology, even for a small m.

This effect is due to the slight irregularity of the binary tree. To show this, we ran T-MAN with
an additional balancing technique, to cancel out the effect of central nodes. In this technique
we limit the number of times any node can communicate (actively or passively) in each cycle
to two. In addition, nodes also apply hunting [10], that is, when a node contacts a peer, and
the peer refuses connection due to exceeding its quota, the node immediately contacts another
peer until the peer accepts connection, or the node runs out of potential contacts. The results
are shown in the right plot in Figure 6. In the region of practical settings of ψ and m, the
advantage of the binary tree is gone, while the ring keeps the same performance.

More detailed analysis reveals that in the initial cycles the nodes that are close to the root
play a bootstrap function and communicate more than the rest of the nodes. After that, as the
topology is taking shape, nodes that are more down the hierarchy take over the management
of their local region, and so on. This is a very complex behavior, that is emergent (not planned),
but nevertheless beneficial. This also suggests that if the target graph is not regular, then extra
attention is needed when explaining the behavior of T-MAN. For example, our prediction that
exponentially increasing balls, such as in the case of a regular rooted tree, perform relatively
badly does not hold due to this irregularity.
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Figure 6: Time to collect 50% of the neighbors at distance one in the ranking graph. The network
size is N = 2000. Node views are initialized by 5 random links each. The tabu list size is 4.

2.5 Rank Distribution

Finally, let us verify experimentally that the prediction in (2)—that was made based on ex-
tremely weak assumptions, but verified only for the star topology and random peer selection—
holds for T-MAN and for diverse topologies. This would as a consequence prove that the stor-
age complexity of the protocol is captured by (3).

Figure 7 shows the values of n(j) for three target graphs and three time points. Although the
tabu list was not applied, experiments (not shown) reveal that the tabu list has no observable
effect on the distribution of ranks in the views, only on the speed of convergence, as discussed
before.

In the Figure we can observe that the ring topology fulfills the assumptions of Section 2.2 best:
the n(j) values that have not stopped growing have the same value, which means they grow
at the same rate. The largest deviation can be observed in the case of the random graph. There,
the growth of the n(j) values slows down smootly wich means that the assumption that—
until stopping—they grow at the same rate is violated. This results in a slight “overshoot”; the
converged values are slightly higher than predicted.

Finally, note that the case of the binary tree approximates the prediction well, even though it
is not a regular topology, as we argued before. This further underlines the robustness of the
prediction.
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Figure 7: Exepriments were run with N = 10000, m = 20 and ψ = 10, without a tabu list.
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Part III

The BootStrapping Service

In this part we present a realistic application scenario of T-MAN presenting it as part of a
broader architecture. The protocol will implement the bootstrapping service in this architecture.

Structured overlay networks are increasingly seen as a key layer (or service) in peer-to-peer
(P2P) systems, supporting a wide variety of applications. Index-based lookup is generally con-
sidered to be a “bottom” layer (e.g., [33, 8]), based on the assumption that the life cycle of
supported systems is similar to grassroots file sharing networks: there exists at least one func-
tional network, membership can change due to churn, and the network size can also fluctuate,
but relatively smoothly. Join operations are assumed to be uncorrelated. Most simulation and
analytical studies also reflect these assumptions, since they are often based on traces collected
from real file sharing networks.

While this scenario may be appropriate for many important applications, we believe that over-
lay networks can be important design abstractions in radically different scenarios that have not
yet been considered by the P2P research community. In particular, massive joins to a large over-
lay network are not supported by known protocols very well, and many protocols have trouble
dealing with massive departures as well. Other related scenarios that are important yet under-
emphasized include bootstrapping a large network from scratch, merging two or more networks,
splitting a large network into several pieces, and recovering from catastrophic failure.

If these scenarios were to be supported efficiently, we could build a fully open and flexible
computing infrastructure that points well beyond current applications. In this document we
envision scenarios that involve (virtual) organizations with (possibly) large pools of resources
organized in overlay networks. We want to allow these overlay networks to freely and flex-
ibly merge with and split from networks of other organizations on demand, and we want to
admit allocation (or sale) of pools of resources for relatively short periods to users who could
then build their own infrastructures on demand and abandon them when they are done. This
vision is in line with current efforts to enhance the flexibility of Grid infrastructures using P2P
technology [14].

To support the above vision, we propose a P2P architecture with two main components: the
peer sampling service and a dedicated bootstrapping service. Merging several large networks or
starting an application from scratch within its time-slice are unusual and radical events that
many existing P2P protocols are not designed to cope with. To provide a reliable platform in the
face of massive joins and departures, we propose the peer sampling service [22] as a lightweight
bottom-most layer of our P2P architecture. The bootstrapping service is then built on top of
this peer sampling service. In the proposed architecture, large collections of resources can be
readily aggregated into global structured overlays rapidly and efficiently. This then allows the
use of existing, well-tuned protocols without modification to maintain the overlays once they
have been formed. As a concrete example of the bootstrapping service, we present a novel
protocol that can efficiently build ring-based overlay routing substrates such as Chord [9].
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Figure 8: The layers of the proposed architecture. The highlighted part is discussed in this
deliverable.

3 System Model

We consider a network consisting of a large collection of nodes that are assigned unique identi-
fiers and that communicate through message exchanges. The network is highly dynamic; new
nodes may join at any time, and existing nodes may leave, either voluntarily or by crashing.
Since voluntary leaves can be trivially managed by simple “logout” protocols, in the following
we limit our discussion to node crashes, that are much more challenging. Byzantine failures,
with nodes behaving arbitrarily, are excluded from the present discussion.

We assume that nodes are connected through an existing routed network, such as the Internet,
where every node can potentially communicate with every other node. To actually communi-
cate, a node has to know the identifiers of a set of other nodes (its neighbors). This neighborhood
relation over the nodes defines the topology of the overlay network. Given the large scale and
the dynamism of our envisioned system, neighborhoods are typically limited to small subsets
of the entire network. The neighbors of a node (and, thus, the overlay topology) can change
dynamically.

4 The Architecture

Our ultimate goal is to design a P2P architecture that allows for large pools of resources to
behave almost like a liquid substance: it should be possible to merge large pools, or split exist-
ing pools into several pieces easily. Furthermore, it should be possible to bootstrap potentially
complex architectures on top of these liquid pools of resources quickly on demand.

The architecture is outlined in Figure 8. The lowest layer, the peer sampling service, implicitly
defines a group abstraction by allowing higher layers to obtain addresses of random samples
from the actual set of participating peers; even shortly after massive joins or catastrophic fail-
ures. The basic idea of the architecture is that we require only this lowest layer to be liquid, that
is, persistent to the radical scenarios we described, and we propose to build all other overlays
on demand. In other words, the sampling service functions as a last resort that provides a very
basic, but at the same time extremely robust service, which is sufficient to enable jump starting
or recovering all higher layers of the architecture.

We realize that this idea is rather radical, and depends crucially on the existence of a lightweight
and fast bootstrapping service, and a robust sampling service. The latter has been provided in
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our previous work and is briefly outlined in Section 5. In this document we focus on the boot-
strapping service assuming that the peer sampling service is available.

As shown in Figure 8, the architecture supports other components in addition to structured
overlays. For example, a number of components rely only on random samples, like probabilis-
tic broadcast (gossip) or aggregation [11, 25]. The architecture can also support other overlays,
such as proximity based ones [20, 40].

5 The Peer Sampling Service

The bottom layer of the proposed P2P architecture is the peer sampling service [22]. The pur-
pose of this layer is to provide random peer addresses from the set of participating nodes. In
addition, the layer implicitly defines membership as being the pool from which the samples
are drawn. Our previous work confirms that the layer can be implemented in such a way that
it provides high quality (i.e., sufficiently random) samples, even immediately after massive
joins and departures. This is essential for dealing with the scenarios described in the Introduc-
tion and allows us to focus on bootstrapping over a network in which the sampling service is
already functional.

In this document we consider an instantiation of the peer sampling service based on the NEWS-
CAST protocol [22]. The basic idea of NEWSCAST is that each node periodically sends a small,
locally available random set of node addresses to a member of this random set. After receiving
such a message, the node keeps a fixed number of freshest addresses (based on timestamps).
In the following we briefly summarize the most important properties of the protocol.

Cost: Each node sends one message to one other node during a fixed time interval. Implemen-
tations exist in which these messages are small UDP messages containing approximately 30
IP addresses, along with the ports, timestamps, and descriptors such as node IDs. The time
interval is typically long, in the range of 10 seconds. The cost is therefore small, similar to that
of heartbeat messages in many distributed architectures.

Self-healing: The protocol provides sufficiently random samples very quickly after catastrophic
failures (up to 70% nodes may fail) and during massive churn. Besides, even if the sets of
random samples that are available at the nodes locally are initialized in a non-random way
(e.g., all nodes have the same samples) the protocol very quickly randomizes the samples.

Due to its low cost, extreme robustness and minimal assumptions, this protocol is an ideal
bottom layer that makes the bootstrap service feasible. The sampling service is useful (and, in
fact, sufficient) for gossip-based protocols that are based on sending information periodically
to random peers.

6 Chord

We provide a simplified description of the Chord overlay, necessary to understand T-CHORD.
Nodes are assigned random t-bit IDs; keys are taken from the same space. The ID length tmust
be large enough to make the probability of two nodes or keys having the same ID negligible.
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Node IDs are ordered in an ID space modulo 2t. We say that ID a follows ID b in the ring if
(a− b+ 2t) mod 2t < 2t−1; otherwise, a preceeds b. We also define a notion of distance over the
ring as follows: d(a, b) = min(|a− b|, 2t − |a− b|).
Given an ID a, its successor (denoted succ1(a)) is defined as the nearest node whose ID is equal
to a or follows a in the ring. Furthermore, the jth successor of i (denoted succj(i)) is defined
recursively as the successor of succj−1(i). Key k is under the responsibility of node succ1(k).
The notion of predecessor is defined in a symmetric way.

Each node maintains two sets of neighbors, called leaves and fingers. Leaves define an l-regular
lattice graph, where each node n is connected to its l nearest successors succ1(n) . . . succl(n).
For each node n, its jth finger is defined as succ(n+ 2j), with j ∈ [0, t− 1].

Routing in Chord works by forwarding messages in the ring following the successor direction:
when receiving a message targeted at key k, a node n forwards it to its furthest leaf or finger n′

that preceeds (or is equal to) succ1(k). When the message reaches the destination node succ1(k),
it is delivered locally.

Thanks to the fingers, the number of nodes that need to be traversed to reach a destination
node is O(logN) (with high probability), where N is the size of the network [9]. Leaves, on the
other hand, are used to improve the probability of delivering a message in case of failures, and
to avoid that the ring can be broken into disjoint partitions.

7 Jump-starting Chord

T-CHORD is heavily based on the topology management facilities offered by T-MAN (see Sec-
tion 1.2). In the following we show how it can be used to build the Chord topology.

7.1 T-CHORD: From T-MAN to Chord

To build a Chord topology, the ring of leaves must be constructed to guarantee consistency,
and fingers must be discovered to improve performance. To be able to apply T-MAN, each
node is assigned a unique identifier in the Chord ID space ([0, 2t−1]). Initially, the T-MAN view
is initialized with a random set of nodes that are obtained from a lightweight membership
protocol such as the ones described in [22].

The ranking method used by T-CHORD is defined over the ring, as described in Section 6: the
first m nodes of the ordering returned by RANK(n, S) contain the first m/2 nodes contained
in S that succeed n and the first m/2 nodes contained in S that preceed n. In other words,
the preferred neighbors are the nearest successors and predecessors in the ID space. T-MAN is
executed for a fixed number of cycles at each node. At each cycle, a node n discovers new nodes
(by merging exchange messages to its view) that are progressively nearer to n itself. Given the
logarithmic convergence time [21], the number of cycles to be executed can be determined in
two ways: (i) either by estimating the network size [23, 29]; or by adopting an upper bound
(e.g., a value of 30 cycles is sufficient for networks up to one billion nodes, as extrapolated from
Figure 12).

Once T-MAN has completed its execution, node n obtains the leaves by extracting them from
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its local view, selecting the l nearest nodes that succeed n. l is a parameter that defines the
size of the Chord leaf set. To select fingers, the following algorithm is used: for each exponent
j ∈ [1, t − 1], select from the view the node nearest to n whose ID belongs to the interval
[n+2j mod 2t, n+2j−1−1 mod 2t]. In other words, even if we have not been able to discover
succ(n+2j), which is supposed to be the “ideal” finger based on the Chord definition, we select
a node whose distance from n has the same order of magnitude. In this way, the logarithmic
routing property of Chord is preserved, as we demonstrate in Section 8.

7.2 T-CHORD-PROX: Network Proximity

Given an exponent j ∈ [1, t− 1], several nodes in the view of n may belong to the finger range
[n + 2j mod 2t, n + 2j−1 − 1 mod 2t]. In T-CHORD, the finger nearest to n with respect to the
ID space has been selected among them, to better approximate the original Chord definition.

An alternative selection mechanism could be based on communication proximity, i.e. on the la-
tency measured between nodes [18]. This would enable the construction of low-latency routing
paths between nodes, improving the overall routing performance of the network.

We propose here T-CHORD-PROX, a variant of T-CHORD based on proximity. The finger selection
algorithm works as follows: let Sj(n) be the the set of nodes contained in the view of nwhose id
is contained in the range [n+2j mod 2t, n+2j−1−1 mod 2t]. Node n picks p nodes at random
from Sj (or the entire Sj set, if its size is less or equal than the parameter p), and measures the
latency by sending distance probes to them. A distance probe can be implemented as a simple
ping-pong exchange, or may be a more complex protocol involving more exchanges [6].

This simple protocol requires a number of hops similar to the original Chord, but outperforms
it in terms of latency.

8 Experimental Results

We performed extensive simulation experiments in order to compare the jump-started overlay
to the perfect Chord topology, and to characterize the scalability and robustness of our proto-
cols. All of the experimental results were obtained using PEERSIM, a simulator developed by us
and optimized for our gossip-based protocols [24, 30].

8.1 Experimental Settings

In all experiments, all nodes are initialized with a random view obtained from the NEWSCAST

protocol [22]. Subsequently, T-MAN is run with the ranking method described in Section 7, to
create an ordered ring, and to collect long range links as well. When T-MAN reaches a pre-
specified number of cycles, each node runs T-CHORD locally to extract its routing tables from
the T-MAN view, creating the Chord topology.

We focus on the routing performance of the obtained overlay. Three routing metrics have been
taken into consideration. Hop count is the number of nodes that are traversed by a message to
reach its destination. In case of failures, message timeouts (failed hops) are counted separately.
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Figure 9: Loss rate and hop count as a function of the number of T-MAN cycles executed

Delivery delay measures the time needed to reach the destination. Our latency model is based on
the King dataset [19], that provides end-to-end latency measurements for a set of 1740 routers.
Each node is attached through a 1ms link to a randomly selected router [35]. In case of failures,
a time equal to twice the latency is added to the total delay in order to simulate timeouts. Loss
rate is the fraction of messages that do not reach the destination node.

Since our goal is to jump-start Chord, the baseline routing performance is defined by the perfect
Chord topology over the same set of nodes. We construct this topology off-line, using the
specification of the Chord protocol, and we compare the performance of this ideal topology
with the ones generated by T-CHORD. We emphasize again that our goal is not to develop a
novel routing mechanism or a new structured overlay: our goal is to create a Chord topology
efficiently from scratch.

Besides routing performance, we also need to measure communication overhead for building
the topology. In case of T-CHORD without proximity, communication costs are given just by
T-MAN exchanges. Given the periodic nature of T-MAN, these costs can be easily computed:
each T-MAN node sends one message and receives one message on the average per cycle, with
m descriptors included in each message. T-MAN is run for O(logN) cycles. In T-CHORD-PROX,
the cost of latency probes must also be considered.

Unless stated otherwise, all figures are based on the following parameters: network size N =
216 nodes, message size m = 10, number of successor in the target topology l = 5, maximum
number of probes per routing table entry p = 5. In all figures, 20 individual experiments were
performed. Average values for each of the metrics are shown; error bars are used to show
minimum and maximum values among the experiments (standard deviation is often too small
to be visualized). To aid the visualization, some of the bars are shifted horizontally slightly.

8.2 Convergence

The routing performance of the topologies obtained by T-CHORD depends on the number of
T-MAN cycles executed before the routing tables are built. In particular, the leaf ring must
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be completed in order to guarantee the correct delivery of all messages. This is illustrated in
Figure 9, where the loss rate and the observed hop count for T-CHORD and T-CHORD-PROX are
shown as a function of the number of T-MAN cycles that have been run. Initially, all messages
are lost: local views contain only random nodes, so the routing algorithm is unable to deliver
messages. The loss rate rapidly decreases, however, reaching 0 after only 14 cycles. At that
point, the leaf ring is completely formed in all our experiments. Note that the curves for T-
CHORD and T-CHORD-PROX overlap almost completely.

Regarding hop counts, the results confirm that the quality of the routing tables stabilizes after
few cycles, for both versions of T-CHORD. Latency (not shown for space reasons) follows a
similar behavior. The increasing tendency of the hop count curves is explained by the fact that
in the beginning, in spite of the low quality overlay, a few messages reach their destination “by
chance” in a few hops, while most of the messages are lost.
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8.3 Scalability

The experiments discussed so far were run in a network with a fixed size (216 nodes). To as-
sess the scalability of T-CHORD, Figure 10 plots the average hop count against network size
varying in the range [210, 218]. Results for the ideal Chord topology are also shown. All al-
gorithms scale logarithmically with size. Quite interestingly, T-CHORD performs slightly better
than Chord. This is explained by the fact that the distance of the longest fingers tend to be larger
in our case (due to not strictly satisfying the Chord specification), which speeds up reaching
the destination node if it resides in the most distant half of the ring.

Figure 11 plots the average message delay in the same settings. As expected, T-CHORD-PROX

outperforms both T-CHORD and Chord, due to its latency-optimized set of fingers. To obtain
such performance, T-CHORD-PROX pays a price in terms of latency probes. In this experimental
setting, with parameter p set to 5, we have observed a total number of probes per node scaling
logarithmically from 45 (for N = 210) to 77 (for N = 218). This is expected, as the number of
expected different finger entries per node is O(logN) [9]. These values are comparable with
those reported for other proximity-based protocols like Pastry [6], and can be tuned by varying
the p parameter.

Finally, Figure 12 plots the number of cycles needed to obtain the 1-regular lattice (the ring),
sufficient to guarantee the consistent routing of messages (absence of message losses) [9], and
the l-regular lattice used to provide additional fault-tolerance. In both cases, the convergence
is obtained in a logarithmic number of cycles.

8.4 Parameters

To evaluate the impact of the T-MAN message size (m) on the routing performance of our al-
gorithm, we performed the simulations illustrated in Figures 13 and 14. In both figures, the
number of l of successor in the target topology is equal to m/2; in other words, the message
size is matched against the target topology. The figures show that good results are obtained
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Figure 13: Hop count as a function of message size m
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Figure 14: Message delay as a function of message size m

even when using small message size, although it must be noted that in the case of m = l = 4,
approximately 0.6% of the messages are not delivered to their destination.

8.5 Robustness

To test robustness, we have considered two different failure models: crash and churn. In the
former, failures are catastrophic: a given percentage of nodes are suddenly removed from the
completed Chord network. In the latter, the same percentage of nodes are removed during the
execution of T-CHORD, evenly distributed over time.

The two models play different roles in our analysis. The crash model is the only one applicable
to the ideal Chord network that we use for comparison, since we build it off-line, without using
the actual Chord maintenance protocol. We use this model to obtain a lower bound for routing
performance. In the churn model, on the other hand, failures influence the execution of T-MAN;
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Figure 15: Loss rate under different failure scenarios
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Figure 16: Hop count under different failure scenarios

we use this model to show that our algorithm can indeed survive failures during its execution.

It is important to note that a direct comparison between the results of T-CHORD-PROX and the
other results is not fair. T-CHORD-PROX probes nodes for latency before inserting them in the
finger set, which means that only a few fingers (the ones that fail in the period after the probing)
are down when the routing performance is evaluated.

Due to the lack of space, node joins during the bootstrap phase are not considered in this
document. Nodes starting late the bootstrap process will not discover all its fingers before
the end of the protocol. After the bootstrap, however, the finger stabilization mechanism of
Chord can locate the remaining fingers. Extending this work to actually maintain (and not just
jump-start) a Chord structure will be subject of a future work.

We have simulated an increasing percentage of nodes removed in a network of size 216, with T-
MAN running for 20 cycles. The results are presented in Figures 15–18. Once again, our routing
metrics show that the topology obtained by T-CHORD without proximity is comparable to the
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Figure 18: Message delay under different failure scenarios

ideal Chord topology, in both the crash and the churn models.

It is interesting to compare the simulated churn rate with the churn rate observed in deployed
P2P networks [37]. In the worst case, the churn rate corresponds to 50% divided by 20 cycles,
i.e. 2.5% per cycle. A cycle length of 2 seconds (a perfectly reasonable choice that enables the
construction of a 216 topology in less than a minute) corresponds to 0.0125 failures per node per
second, two orders of magnitude larger than the rates observed in deployed networks (around
10−4 failures per node per second ([37])).

8.6 Practical Considerations

First, the actual execution time of the protocol depends on the length of a cycle, which is a
parameter of the protocol. Based on our previous experience with large-scale implementations
of gossip-based protocols [29], a cycle length of 1-2 seconds is very reasonable. Considering
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the logarithmic scaling of the execution time, we can conclude that any practical network can
be constructed in less then a minute (30 cycles).

Second, in our simulation experiments, we have assumed cycles of the same length at all nodes,
and a synchronized protocol start. The first assumption is very weak and is easily satisfied in
practical networks, since the drift of clocks is negligible in such a short term. The synchro-
nized start requirement is related to the decision of starting a new structure on demand. In the
worst case, this can be accomplished by, for example, a gossip-based broadcast protocol, which
requires an additional O(logN) cycles to be performed.

Finally, while running T-MAN, nodes keep merging the descriptors received in messages to
their local view. However, local views do not grow unbounded: as each node progressively
finds its position in the ring, the number of new nodes contained in messages eventually reaches
zero. In our simulation experiments, the average amount of descriptors discovered during the
execution ranges from as little as 70 (N = 210) to 140 (N = 218).

9 Related Work

Bootstrapping structured overlays is somewhat under-emphasized in comparison with other
research topics. Existing proposals have assumed networks that are already formed, or net-
works that grow progressively, using the native join protocol. The discovery of the node to join
may be facilitated either by a central (well-known) node, or through a universal ring, a shared
overlay providing discovery and deployment services [7].

Join protocols enable a new node to find its position inside the structured topology [35, 9].
For example, the single-join protocol of Chord requires a node to locate its position inside the
ring, and then to locate each of its O(logN) distinct fingers [9]. Since both operations require
O(logN) hops (messages), the cost of a single-join is O(log2N).

This aggressive protocol is superseded by a light-weight one that can support concurrent joins.
In this case, nodes just find their position in the ring (with a O(logN) routing operation), while
fingers are updated subsequently by a stabilization protocol. The protocol is efficient “... unless a
tremendous number of nodes joins the system.” [9], in which case the updating rate of fingers is not
sufficient and routing requires a linear number of hops. In comparison, our approach builds
the topology in O(logN) cycles, with two messages sent and two messages received per node
per cycle, with each message being a collection of m 128-bit IDs.

The problem of bootstrapping an overlay topology has started recently to gain interest from
the research community. Angluin et al. [4] propose an asynchronous algorithm whose goal is
to build a linked list of nodes sorted by their identifiers. Their approach is based on binary
search trees that are built in O(WlogN) time, where W is the length of node identifiers. On
comparison, our approach builds the ring in O(logN) time, independently from the size of
identifiers. Furthermore, our approach can deal with high level of churn, while churn has
not been considered in [4]. Aberer et al. [2] propose a mechanism for bootstrapping a P-Grid
topology in O(log2N) time.

Finally, Voulgaris and van Steen [39] propose an epidemic protocol with a similar goal: jump-
starting Pastry. However, their proposal is rather expensive: it requires running O(logK) in-
stances of a modified NEWSCAST protocol [22] in parallel (where K is the size of the ID space),
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and it does not take latency into account. Besides, it is highly specific to Pastry, whereas our
approach, being based on T-MAN, that is able to evolve a wide range of topologies, is poten-
tially more generic. Indeed, we already have preliminary results for building Pastry as well,
through an XOR-based ranking method for T-MAN, with costs similar to T-CHORD.

10 Conclusions and Future Work

We proposed a P2P architecture that relies on a robust peer sampling service and a bootstrap-
ping service. Although the functionality of the sampling service is basic, its implementation is
more robust and flexible than those of currently available structured overlays. The architecture
we presented here, and in particular, the bootstrapping service, bridges the robustness and
flexibility of the sampling service and the functionality of structured overlays.

We have addressed the problem of jump-starting a popular structured overlay, Chord, from
scratch. The proposed protocols, T-CHORD and T-CHORD-PROX are scalable, light-weight and
robust, and can be applied to scenarios (such as Grids [15] and large-scale testbeds like Planet-
Lab [31]), where the overlay infrastructure needs to be built from the ground up as quickly and
efficiently as possible.

Although here we targeted Chord, our approach is more general, and it can be applied to other
overlay protocols as well. In fact, we have developed a version of the protocol capable to build
prefix-based overlay routing substrates such as Pastry [34], Kademlia [28], Tapestry [41] and
Bamboo [32] from scratch.
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Part IV

Network Construction via Constrained Global
Optimization

An overlay network must fulfill certain requirements to allow for optimal cost and efficiency of
the application of the overlay. Besides, a typical P2P network is large, heterogeneous and very
dynamic, which makes the overlay network construction problem even harder. In this work
we address the Membership Overlay Problem (MOP) [27], a special case of the general overlay
network construction problem. In this problem, we are interested in constructing an overlay
network which is unstructured, that is, used to define the membership of a dynamic set of peers.

As demonstrated during the BISON project, unstructured overlay networks have many impor-
tant applications such as information dissemination and data aggregation (datamining) [12, 22,
25]. In this case, each node sends gossip messages periodically to its neighbors. It is impor-
tant that load is distributed in a fair manner so that the throughput of the network is maxi-
mized without any nodes being overloaded. The MOP can be formulated as follows. A graph
G = (V,E) of n vertices is given, where the nodes correspond to peers that want to communi-
cate with each other and the edges correspond to possible communications, that is, if there is
an edge (i, j) then i can possibly send a message to j using the underlying routing infrastruc-
ture. Each node can dynamically enter and exit the network, and when it is connected it can
make use of a limited bandwidth. Therefore, each node has two associated weights, pi and wi,
i = 0, . . . , n, corresponding to its uptime (measured as the percentage of time that the peer is
available and responding to traffic [36], normalized to 1) and to the available bandwidth of its
connection to the Internet, respectively.

The MOP asks to find a subgraph G′ = (V,E′) of G. The edges in the graph G′ define the fact
that two nodes actually decide to allocate some bandwidth to communicate with each other, i.e.,
when two nodes i and j establish a connection, each one must allocate part of its bandwidth.
If bi and bj are the bandwidths which could be allocated by i and j, then the bandwidth of
the connection can be at most bij = min{bi, bj}. The two values bi and bj could be equal to wi
and wj or could be less than that, due to other connections already maintained by the peers.
Moreover, there is a lower bound lij on the bandwidth of acceptable connections and a limit on
the maximal value uij that bij can take. The graph G′ has to be such that the expected network
throughput is maximized, the diameter of G′ is kept logarithmic and the total bandwidth used
by each node i is less than or equal to bi.

As mentioned, the algorithm for solving this problem should be local: no global knowledge of
the network is provided, each node i can exchange information only with the nodes in N ′

i , that
is, with its neighbors in G′. Preliminary work on this problem was reported in [27].

11 The static problem

First a mathematical formulation (P ) of the static version of the problem will be presented,
which will be later adapted to the dynamic case. A comprehensive mathematical analysis of
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the MOP can be found in [5].

Two sets of decision variables are used: {xij} and {ξij}, (i, j) ∈ E. The decision variables xij
specify the bandwidth allocated to the connection between peers i and j. Therefore they are
continuous variables 0 ≤ xij ≤ uij , which will be further constrained when they are not 0 to
be at least lij . Decision variables ξij are binary variables which are 1 if arc (i, j) is used for a
connection, 0 otherwise. The formulation, denoted by P , is the following:

zP = max
∑

(i,j)∈E

pijxij (8)

s.t.
∑
j∈Ni

xij ≤ bi, i ∈ V (9)

∑
i∈Sh

∑
j∈V \Sh

ξij ≥ 1, ∀Sh ⊂ 2V (10)

lijξij ≤ xij ≤ uijξij , (i, j) ∈ E (11)
ξij ∈ {0, 1}, (i, j) ∈ E (12)

where pij = pi × pj , for each edge (i, j) ∈ E, and Ni represents the neighborhood of i in G (i.e.,
Ni = V \ {i} if graph G is complete). Constraints (10) enforce connectivity as they require any
subset of nodes to be connected to the subset of remaining nodes. Problem P is NP-hard [27].

The LP-relaxation of problem P is obtained by replacing constraints (12) with constraints in the
form 0 ≤ ξij ≤ 1, for each (i, j) ∈ E. The resulting problem LP can be solved by an LP-solver
provided that constraints (10), which are in exponential number, are added in a cutting plane
fashion.

Note that in a practical setting, especially in dynamic scenarios, when nodes continuously leave
and join the network, there will be other mechanisms to ensure connectivity of the overlay
network, so it is not critical that our optimization framework enforces connectivity. Since in
this abstract we focus on such scenarios, we omit constraints (10) from now on. We denote the
resulting problem with P ′.

Formulation P ′ can be effectively solved by a relaxation. This relaxation can be done in a
Lagrangian fashion by associating non negative penalty λi to each constraint (9). The resulting
mathematical formulation, denoted LR′, is as follows:

zLR′(λ) = max
∑

(i,j)∈E

p′ijxij +
∑
i∈V

biλi (13)

s.t. lijξij ≤ xij ≤ uijξij , (i, j) ∈ E (14)
ξij ∈ {0, 1}, (i, j) ∈ E (15)

where p′ij = pij − λi − λj .
Notice that, given λ, the optimal value zLR′(λ) can be computed according the following ob-
servations:

• if p′ij ≥ 0 we use as much bandwidth as possible, i.e. ξij = 1 and xij = uij ;
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• if p′ij < 0 we don’t use the connection, i.e. ξij = 0 and xij = 0.

Therefore, formulation LR′ is equivalent to problem:

zLR(λ) = max
∑

(i,j)∈E

p′ijxij +
∑
i∈V

biλi (16)

s.t. 0 ≤ xij ≤ uij , (i, j) ∈ E (17)

where variable {ξij} are not required.

In order to find the value of λ that minimizes the upper bound zLR(λ) we must solve the La-
grangian Dual min [zLR(λ) : λ ≥ 0]. The optimal solution of the Lagrangian Dual is equivalent
to the optimal solution of the LP relaxation of problem P ′.

12 A Lagrangean metaheuristic for the MOP

MOP was solved by means of a Lagrangean metaheuristic approach. Before detailing our ap-
proach, a general introduction is required.

In order to determine which algorithm is a metaheuristic and which is not, definitions are
obviously needed. The naming was introduced by F.Glover, who denoted tabu search ”as a
’meta-heuristic’ superimposed on another heuristic” [16]. This definition was made more nor-
mative by stating that a metaheuristic ”refers to a master strategy that guides and modifies
other heuristics to produce solutions beyond those that are normally generated in a quest for
local optimality” [17]. A discussion on this topic by S.Voss concludes that ”A meta-heuristic
is an iterative master process that guides and modifies the operations of subordinate heuris-
tics to efficiently produce high-quality solutions” [38]. Maybe, one point which could still be
underlined is included in this further definition of metaheuristic: ”1) A high-level algorithmic
framework or approach that can be specialized to solve optimization problems. or 2) A high-
level strategy that guides other heuristics in a search for feasible solutions” [1], where the need
of problem specialization is made explicit.

In the following we will outline a solution methodology based on the subgradient optimiza-
tion [13] of the Lagrangean dual which, in its general structure, guides search for determining
good quality solution of any combinatorial optimization problem and which, in order to be
applied to a specific problem, must be specialized by defining a problem-specific repair pro-
cedure that permits obtaining (good quality) feasible solutions. Subgradient optimization is
the master process while the Lagrangean heuristic is the subordinate heuristic. Therefore, we
will outline a metaheuristic. To the best of our knowledge there were no previous efforts for
framing subgradient optimization in a metaheuristic setting. We call this approach Lagrangean
metaheuristic.

The basic idea is to use subgradient optimization for guiding search, and to repair each sub-
gradient solution to make it feasible. Before introducing the details, we first remind that La-
grangean decomposition is a general approach for bounding the optimal cost of any combi-
natorial optimization problem. The central idea is that, whenever one has to solve a prob-
lem defined as z∗ = min cx subject to constraints Ax = b, Cx = d and x ∈ X , where
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the first set of constraints is difficult to deal with, one can associate a Lagrangean multiplier
(or penalty) to each constraint of the first set and solve the resulting Lagrangean subproblem
min {cx + µ(Ax − b) : Cx = d, x ∈ X}. Since any penalty value set yields a different problem
instance, whose optimal cost is guaranteed to be a lower bound to z∗, we are actually facing a
function L(µ) for which we want a maximum. Problem L∗ = maxµL(µ) is referred to as the
Lagrangean Dual of the initial problem.

Subgradient optimization suggests to deal with the Lagrangean dual by initializing the penalty
vector to some µ0 value, and then to iteratively update it as follows

µk+1 = µk + θk(Axk − b) (18)

where xk is the solution of the Lagrangean subproblem when µ = µk and θk is a suitable step
size, which is usually computed as

θk =
αk[zUB − L(µk)]

‖Axk − b‖2
(19)

where, in turn, zUB is a known upper bound to z∗, L(µk) is the solution of the Lagrangean
subproblem at iteration k, and αk is a user parameter.

If L(µk) happens to be feasible for the original problem, it is also optimal. Otherwise, a repair
procedure is needed to get an actual heuristic solution.

The complete pseudocode can be found in [5]. This approach has a number of advantages over
most state-of-the-art metaheuristics. The main advantages are:

1. it is mathematically well-founded and it can rely over dozens of years of usage;

2. it includes optimality conditions to determine whether an optimum has been found, and
in case to stop;

3. it evolves both an upper and a lower bound to the problem to solve, thus at any time it
can produce an estimation of the quality of the currently best heuristic solution.

We used a Lagrangean metaheuristic for solving the MOP, first in its static version, then extend-
ing the result to the dynamic case. As mentioned, we worked on formulation P ′ and relaxed
constraints (9) and we considered LR as a subproblem, which can be easily solved as detailed
in subsection 11.

The upper bound provided by the LR solution can be infeasible because the resulting overlay
topology could be disconnected and connections allocated to a node i have a total bandwidth
greater than bi, i.e.

∑
j∈Ni

xij > bi. The first case occurs rarely, and at rate which is compatible
with the natural dynamicity of the application setting. The second case must explicitly be dealt
with. In the following we will detail how to get a solution with feasible bandwidths.

Let z∗LR be the solution obtained by the subgradient optimization of problem LR using penal-
ties λ∗i , i ∈ V . If the solution is infeasible a heuristic solution is obtained by considering the
penalized costs p′ij = (pij −λ∗i −λ∗j ), ranking all arcs (i, j) ∈ E by non increasing p′ij values and
allocating all possible bandwidth to each successively considered connection. This approach
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is derived from the exact method for solving continuous knapsack problems. In our case it is
not guaranteed to be optimal but it consistently produces good quality solutions in polynomial
time as the highest cost operation being the ordering of the arcs.

The dynamic case has been tackled by means of a continuous application of the interwoven
Lagrangean and heuristic procedures described for the static case. Moreover, notice how the
global steps required by a subgradient approach are limited to the computation of the denomi-
nator in equation (19). We were able to prove [5] that substituting the summation over all nodes
in the network with a summation local to each node, limited to its neighbors, does not interfere
with the convergence properties of the approach. Therefore, we were able to implement our
Lagrangean heuristic in a fully distributed way.

Since variations of the network structure happen continuously, the optimization algorithm is
run continuously. It is assumed that the speed of execution of iterations of the subgradient
optimization procedure is higher than the rate of network changes, thus that a few subgradient
iterations can be performed between consecutive network changes. The exact number of iter-
ations is currently a parameter, named InnerIter in the following, which therefore implicitly
quantifies the network variability.

The following is the algorithm which is run concurrently by each node i of the network. It is
assumed that each node knows its neighborhood set Ni(t) at each iteration t.

DISTRLAGRMOP()
1 Initialize penalty λi and iteration counter t
2 while (true)
3 do t+ +
4 Solve problem LR
5 Compute the subgradient component gi =

∑
j∈Ni

xij − bi
6 Check for infeasibility and update λi according to equation (18)
7 if t mod InnerIter == 0
8 then call LagrHeuristic(p′)
9 foreach j in Ni(t)

10 do send λi and gi to j
11
12 on receive λj and gj
13 update p′ij

LAGRHEURISTIC(p′)
1 initialize si = bi
2 foreach arc (i, j), j in Ni(t), in nonincreasing p′ order
3 do slack = min{si, uij}
4 xij = ξij = 0
5 if slack ≥ lij
6 then xij = slack
7 ξij = 1
8 si = si − slack
9 send xij and ξij to j
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10
11 on receive xji and ξji
12 if xij > xji
13 then xij = xji
14 ξij = ξji

Computational testing was performed on two problem sets, named A and B. Set A is composed
by instances where nodes have a location associated, and uptime distribution are such that
pij = M − dist[i, j], where M is a suitably big constant and dist[i, j] is the euclidean distance of
nodes i and j. Set B is patterned following actual Internet parameters [36].

Figure 19 (left) shows the solution for an instance of type A, where nodes correspond to peers
and solid lines to connections suggested by LagrHeuristic. Figure 19 (right) shows one so-
lution for an instance of type B. In this case, since the spatial position of the nodes has no
meaning, we grouped the peers communicating with only another one in circles around this
last. This permits an operational identification of superpeers.

Figure 19: A lower bound solution of instances A100 (left) and B300 (right).

Some computational results are reported in Table 1, with reference to runs on a single server
machine simulating the distributed environment. An object implementing DistrLagrMOP
was instantiated for every network node. We report results provided for a variable number of
DistrLagrMOP internal loops (0 in the case of column LagrHeu, then 100 and 1000).

Data reported in Table 1 would require further description of the reported features. Space con-
straints prevent us to explain them in detail, however, from the results of Table 1 the viability
of the approach is demonstrated. The next step of our research will be to deploy the system in
a full-featured distributed environment, in order to validate real-world performance.
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Table 1: Computational results.

Problem LR LagrHeu 100 iter 1000 iter
Id n z∗LR t∗LR %z∗d t∗d %z∗heu t∗heu %z∗heu t∗heu

A20 20 2444300 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.10 0.00 0.97
A50 50 14878071 0.01 0.42 0.01 0.42 1.04 0.42 10.20
A100 100 61994571 0.01 0.10 0.01 0.06 0.99 0.04 9.75
A200 200 239787595 0.01 0.11 0.08 0.02 7.94 0.02 77.92
A300 300 490860743 0.01 0.30 0.11 0.07 10.84 0.07 106.05
A500 500 1296917930 0.21 0.83 0.28 0.21 26.81 0.06 280.50
A1000 1000 4439264396 1.15 0.04 0.89 0.04 89.60 0.02 894.59
B20 20 25341 0.01 3.32 0.00 3.32 0.10 3.32 1.01
B50 50 165549 0.01 9.11 0.00 9.08 0.10 9.07 1.04
B100 100 484985 0.01 5.55 0.00 4.14 0.10 4.14 1.05
B200 200 1435192 0.01 6.60 0.17 2.15 17.39 2.15 166.81
B300 300 2911313 0.01 4.94 0.24 0.79 23.40 0.72 230.81
B500 500 5448757 0.16 6.79 0.82 2.17 83.48 2.01 841.33
B1000 1000 12518080 2.17 9.45 1.03 4.48 106.10 4.47 1046.69
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